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An important trend in the development of radiation

therapy has been the utilization of radiation sources

permitting greater uniformity of dose within th~ target

volume and a reduction of dose to tissues outside the

target volume. A beau! of high en~r~y protons can

to irradiate large ~olumes with excellent uniformity and

with doses to extraneous tissues much lower than with',

photons or electrons. Detailed treaement planning

and verification in phantom experiments is expected to

confirm this general res~.L '-.. At the same time', enough

. experience has already been e tined through the irradiation,

of some patients with such beams to minimize the risk

involved in applyi~g a new treatment modality to'larger

numbers of cases. The time seems appropriate to make

clinical trials with existing proton accelerators, with

the object of plac1~g this promising tool at the disposal

of most radiotherapists. in' the near future.
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Use of Prdtons for Radiotherapy

Useful Properties of Protons

Robert R. Wilson's paper l published in Radiology in

1946 was evidently the first to call ~ttention to'the

physical parameters of a'beam of fast protons tending to

make this form of ionizing radiation especially attractive

as a tool for radiation therapy. Qualitatively stated,

his arguments may be summarized as follows:

1. Protons can be produced with sufficient energy

to penetrate to any part of the human body.

2. A mono-energetic beam of protons has a well

defined range in tissue making possible a sharp reduction

of dose, essentially to. zero, delivered to structures

immediately beyond the ta~get.

3. A small proton beam suffers only a modest amount

of broadening, d~e to multiple Coulomb scattering, as it

penetrates tissue. Similarly the edge of a larger beam

will remain well defined.

4. The dose delivered by the beam increases with

depth in the ab~orbirig tissue and reaches a sharp maximum

near the end of range.

5". The dens i ty 0 f ioniz a t ion or linear ene~gy trans f er

(LET) increa.s es markedly nea r t he end of range, wi th

possib~e biological consequences.
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6. Proton beams of large diameter can be produced

as well as very'small ones.

7. The useful extent in depth of the high-dose region

can be extended by manipulation of the incident proton

energy, for instance by use of a rotating variable absorber.

8. Monitoring0 of the administered beam-intensity with

a thin ionization chamber is particularly convenient.

9. Dosimetry in terms of tissue dose is simple because

the wall effect in an ionization .chamber is virtually

absent.

In addition to this li~t of advantageous factors,

Wilson also correctly anticipated th~ modifying ef~ects of

nuclear absorption-and nuclear elastic scattering which make

the experimentally observed properties somewhat less

advantageous than first anticipated. Not only were these

various considerations discussed qualitatively, but numeri

ca] estimates wer~ given for most of them which have proved

to be substantially correct. The extension of these con

siderations to beams of charged particles heavier" than

protons was also indicated.

Experiments along lines implicit in Wilson's paper

were started at Berk~ley under the dir~ction of J •. H.

Lawrence and C. A. Tobias in 1948, as soon as a suitable

beam was in fact availabl~. Most of. the more recent work

at Berkeley' has been with alpha particles. At Uppsala,

Sweden experiments with protons were started about 1955 by
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B. Larsson, B. Leksel1 and others •. At about that time a

pre-therapeutic project was carried out by S. D.·Warshaw
. .

at the University of Chicago synchrocyc1otron, and in 1959

a group of people from the Massachusetts General Hos~ital

and the Department of Physics at Harvard started using the

Harvard synchrocyclotron for such purposes. The possibility

of delivering very high doses to targets as small as I cm
3

while sparing neighboring structures is the one that was

initially pursued by each of the three groups which have

gone on to clinical trials. Today,·a summary of pa~ients

treated at Berkeley, Uppsala and Harvard WQuld probably show

a total of 1000 cases involving a small target, such as the

pituitary. gland, and only about 60 cases involvi~g extensive

targets more typical of most malignant disease. (Expe~ience

in this latter group has bee~ accumulated mainly at Uppsala

and will be rep6rted by Dr. Stenson in the f.ollowing paper).

This statistical imbala ...... ce 1.8 sometimes taken as· an indica-

tion" that it is very difficult to apply the proton beam to

large targets or that no advantage remains over conventional

forms of radiation when 'the proton beam is so ap~lied. In

fact, the necessary techniques of beam handling have been

worked out, with varying degrees of sophistication, at each

of the laboratories mentioned. The improvement in do~e

distribution obtainable, a~ compared to conventional

modalities, i~ striking.
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Range Modulation

The terminal portion of the depth dose curye, of a

broad proton beam in water, measured at Harvard, is shown

in Figure l(a). Note the "Bragg Peak" which occu·rs near

the end of the range, beyond which the curve drops rapidly

to zero. Curve S of Figure 1, designed for a ta~get having

2.5 cm extent in depth, 'can be built up by the addition of

the curves a, b, c, d and e, representing five beams of

dif f.eren tint egra ted in tens i t.y and di f f er en t range. The

adjustments in range can be accomplished by means of absorb

ers placed in the beam before it reaches the patient or the

phantom in which measurements are made. The adjustments of

integrated intensity can be made by varying the length of

time that each absorber thickness i~ allowed to remain in

the beam. It is p6ssi~le to achieve the same overall result

by using a single absorber having closely spaced grooves of

vcu:ving width and depth carefully machined into ·it 2 ,3.

A range modulator using a rotating wheel with sectors

of different thickness is shown schematically in ·Figu.re '2,

and a photograph of the device in'Figure 3. The wheel is

made up of sheets of plastic which may be cut out on the

band saw so. that changes in program can be tried out at

modest cost. Figure 4 shows the result of an early attempt

which illustrates that dose uniformity of ±5 percent is

rather easy. to achieve over nearly 5 em extent in depth.

~gree~ent between the measured points and the calculated
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curve is good, indicating that sca~tering at the edges of

the sectors is not a problem. More elegant range-modulation

programs have been worked out to improve dose uniformity

and to cover greater extent in depth. The objective of this

line of development is to compare dose distributions

measured in rather detailed phantoms exposed to protons,

photons and electrons according to treatment plans appro

priate for several real tumors. 4 Such information is not

yet available.

Dose Distribution's 'Comp'ar'edt'o 'P'h'o't'ons

We have also calculated dose distributions which may

be obtained in more idealized ,geometr.ies. Figure 5 ~omp~rPB

the axial dose of Co-60 gammas, 20 MV x-rays 5 and protons

when two symmetric opposed fields 10 x 10 cm in area are

directed at a 10 em spherical target centered in a 22 em

sla~ qf uniform tissue-equivalent absorber. Figure 6 shows

isodose contours in a Cl"T'.:-~"~ plane for the same three

cases. The reduction of dose to the tissues outside the

target volume when protons are used is striking and is in

no way confined to this choice of geometry.

For the comparison shown in Figure 7 we have taken dose

distributions for Co-60 gamma rays and 22 MV x-rays from

W.E.C. Allt's paper describing the clinical results when

these two types of radiation were applied in a randomized

test to the treatment of advanced carcinoma of the uterine
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6
cervix (Stages lIb and III) . In-this treatment plan four

fields are employed in two opposed pairs with their axes

inclined at 110 degrees. Treatment plan and dosimetry are

described in detail in Ref. 6. A similar plan was assumed

in calculating the proton dose distribution, using range

modulation to cover a 6 cm extent in depth. Because of the

four field geometry, the dose to tissues outside the target

volume is only 60 to 75 percent of the tumor dose when Co-60

gammas are .used, but is reduced still more, to 30 to 45 per-

cent of tumor dose, when the more penetrating betatron

r ad i a t ion i sus e d • Pro ton s W 0 U 1 d pro v ide ·s t i 11 m0 r eredue 

tion of this dose to about 22 percent of tumor dose. While

the number of patients in AlIt's cobalt and betatron com

parison is not large (approximately· 60 each) his rep~rted

improvement in 5 y~ar survi~als from 34 percent to 60 per

cent, and the reduction of serious complications from 15

perce,nt· to 5 percent s\- ggest that the better dose distribu

tioti obtainable with the betatron is clinically advantageous.

It is reasonable to suppose that the proton dose distribution

would be even better. in effect, the skin spari~g advantage

of the 22 MV x-ray beam is extended to '~ll of the overlying

tissues when protons are used.

The distribution of dose with depth resulting from a

single field of 22 MV x-rays is shown in Figure 8. A

region of high dose with ±5 percent uniformity extends from

2 em to 8 em depth below the surface, while the surface
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dose is about 22 percent o~ tumor dose. The exit dose,

however, is ~5 percent of the tumor dose assuming 22 cm

body thickness. As shown in the fi~ure, an opposed pair

of proton fields of unequal magnitudes can provide the same

tumor dose with better uniformity over the same extent in

d e p t h wit h e sse n t i a 11y the s am e "en t r a·n c e " and "exi t" d 0 s e s •

The proton irradiation, however, reduces considerably the

dose to tissue between the surface and the target volume.

Whether or not this asymmetric mode of irradiation is

preferrable to that shown in Figures 5 and 6 depends on the

sensitivity of the tissues involved.

Dose Distribution's, CO'rnp'ar'ed 'to' "Ele'ct'r'o'ns

Electron beams are used to good effect in irradiating ~

lesions extending to a limited distance below the su~face.

As shown in Figure 9, the electron beam can provide a fairly

uniform dose to a depth determined by electron energy and

a fairly rapid decreasE. of dpse at greater depths. 7 When

hig~er energies are used to reach greater depth~ this

decrease becomes more gradual resulting in greater dose to

underlying tissu~. Under these circumstances, x~rays can

often provide a more favorable dose distribution. 8 Figure 9

illustrates that the proton beam can maintain a very sharp

cut-off even at great depth.

Electron beams tend t,o have rather poor transverse

distributions beca~se of scatter. This effect, as well
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as the poor depth cut-off, is illustrated by the isodose

contours shown in the upper portion of Figure 10, measured

in a water phantom exposed to an 8 x 10 cm, 35 MeV electron

beam. 9 We have assumed a 10 cm diameter target, and show

in the lower half of the figure the isodose contours cal

culated for proton irradiation, again using range-modulation

for uniform coverage over the 10 cm extent in depth. The

proton technique provides much better uniformity of dose

throughout the target and much lower dose to most of the

neighboring tissues. It would require only a: little more

effort to eliminate the projecting corner of the proton

dose di.Rtrtbution by means of a concave bolus over the

target.

Clinical Experience with Heavy Charged Particles

Although some 1000 patients have been treated at

Berkeley (mostly with the alpha beam) and at Harvard (pro-

tons), the vast majorit~ :~ ~hese were treated- with a very

small beam, usually directed at ~he pituitary gland. Dose-.

response information derived from such cases is of rather

limited usefulness in treatment planning- for more extensive

malignant lesions in other parts of the body. A few of

these patients~ however, were treated with larger beams, and

som~ useful d~ta~ especially with respect to normal tissue

tolerance, are potentially available. The impression seems

to be that, for equal physical doses, the bio-

logical response to exposure in the. low LET portion of
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~~~se beams is ~bout the same as t'o x-ray exposure. Histo-

~~~ho~og~cal.examination of the brains of ten patients

. 10
!~~agiated with stopped protons' shows a similar result.

~t Uppsala, radiation therapy of malignant disease

using the proton beam has received greater emphasise A

. 11
wonograph by Stenson summarizes the experience of the past

ten years including 34 human cases: 17 genital carcinomas,

7 brain tumors, and 10 naso-pharyngeal malignancies. It

could be concluded at least that the proton beam is a prac-

tical tool to treat a variety of malignant tumors, and

again that protons and high ene"rgy x-rays produce approxi-

mately the same dose-response relationship.

Conclusion

Clinical res?onse is inevitably a rather crude measure

of the radiobiological effectiveness .of radiation, and

~ndeed there are radiobiological experiments showi~g that

the Bragg peak region or ~ .leavy charged particle beam

. differs significantly from 1('· fer LET radiations. However,

the absence of any a~om~lous clinical response in the

patients a~ready treated with proton beams reduces.drastical-

ly the risk involved in more extensive trials. At the same

~~me ~t suggests that much of the knowledge which radio-

therapi~ts have acquired by decades of experience with x-ra~

~~d el@~trQ~s ca~ be @~pl~ed d~rectly to proton treatment

~l~~~ing, without exhaustive evaluation of correction
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factors by means of various radiobiologic test systems.

'The, ".ad v.an t age s of f ered by pr 0 ton beams in radio the rapy

are primarily those of precision a~d flexibility in treat

ment planning, accompanied by significant reduction of

unwanted dose. The value of these advantages may be

assessed promptly, at minimal risk and relatively modest

cost by clinical trials using existing "accelerators. If

their value is proven, there should be no great technical

difficulty in designing proton accelerators for therapy

which will be compatible in size, cost and ease of opera

tion with the requirements of the radiotherapy departments

of lar ge h.ospi tals ;
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'Fig'u re Captions

Figure 1.- Illustration of the method of building up

a proton depth dose curve suitable for irradi

ating a thick deep-lying target by the super

positio~ of beams of different intensity and

range. Curve S is the sum of Curves a through e.

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of a rotating absorber

wheel with sectors of different thicknesses.

Such an abosrber will produce in rapid sequence

depth dose curves similar to Cur.ves '8 through e

in F~gure 1.

Figure 3. 'Range modulator consisting of a rotatlng

absorber and its drive system. The absorber is

15 cm 'in diameter.

Figure 4. Measured and calculated depth dose curve using

the range-mod ll lator of F.igure 3. This modulation

program provideb approximately 5 percent uniform

ity over 4.7 em cx~ent i~ depth. Several programs

with other specifications have been des~gned.

Figure 5. Comparison of the axial dose from two opposed

10 x 10 em fields irradiating a 10 cm thick

target centered in a 22 em slab. Substantial

reduction in the dose delivered outside the

target is evident when protons are used.

(Photon data from Ref. 5, proton data based on
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Figu~e 9.

our measurements.)

Figure 6. Comparison of isodose contours corresponding

to F~g~re 5. A for Co-60. gammas, B for 20 MV

x-rays, and C for protons.

Figure 7. Dose distributions designed for irradiation of

the uterine cervix: four fields in two 'opposed

pairs with axes at 110 degrees. The dose along

one axis is shown. A for Co-60 gammas, B for

22.MV x-rays (both from Ref. 6) and C for

protons based on our .measurements.

Figure 8. Dose distributions for a target extendi~g from

2 to 8 ~m depth. Taki~g account of the ~xlt

dose, the skin-spari~g effect of the 22 MV x-rays

can be matched by two opposed proton beams up to

a .total body thickness of 22 cm.

eo mpar i son 0 f pro ton and .e 1 e c t ron cl p p to ~l J:> s e

c u r·v e s . ( Elee t ron d a t a from Ref. 7).

Fig~re 10. Comparison of isodose contours in the central

plane for an 8 x 10 cm beam of 35 MeV electrons

and for protons. Protons provide superior

uniformity of dose within· the target and minimal

extraneous dose (Electron data from Ref. 9).
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